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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

China’s centralised state procurement policies are moving the Chinese market of medical technologies in a monopsonistic direction. A monopsony means that a single buyer exerts strong power to move the market to its favour by gradually cutting prices and setting terms for producers that are extortionary. It is equivalent to a monopoly – with the only difference being that in a monopsony, it is the single buyer that acts in a market-predatory manner. Ultimately, a monopsonistic market empowers the buyer to capture most of the financial rewards from a contract. Competition gets undermined because a vibrant market also requires competition between buyers and, over time, fewer firms will be able to supply the procured goods at terms that are set by the single buyer.

This shift towards monopsony does not happen overnight, it is a process that builds on a number of steps that tilts the balance of power in favour of the buyer. First, there is a concentration of buyers, sometimes down to a single buyer – such as the state. This concentration of buyers acts to extract value from sellers by creating pressure to reduce and converge prices. Buyers in monopsonistic conditions may also add other objectives to their agenda, using their monopsonistic position to abuse the market. For example, political objectives may be in place, which can include discrimination against foreign companies or corruption. Finally, there is a consolidation of the market, with fewer suppliers overall, and a focus on price rather than innovation.

Several characteristics of a market could be indicative of a monopsony. One of these indicators is the price. In the case of the Chinese market for medical technology, price reductions have been sustained across medical devices, with price cuts exceeding 90 percent in some medical products. When the buyer’s primary focus is to reduce prices, the risk is that low-quality products will drive out high-quality products. Another indicator is price convergence; the idea that one price should apply to the whole market. Price convergence can be observed as the distance between the average and maximum price reduction offered by companies. The small differences seen in the Chinese procurement of medical technologies for these two indicators indicates that prices are converging downwards. Forcing a convergence of prices breaks with natural market behaviour and overall leads to a market with fewer participants. In a monopsony, the buyer tends to capture the dominant part of the market value of the product, which squeezes the margins of sellers. Over time, this leads to fewer competitors as only a few companies can survive under such conditions. These dynamics have real consequences: the number of winning companies in the procurement of medical technology per one million people in China is substantially lower than in the EU. In addition to a reduced reliance on multiple suppliers, the Chinese centralised state procurement reinforces China’s industrial policy to support Chinese firms growing their domestic market shares to the detriment of non-Chinese companies. These are the consequences of a market that is increasingly taking a monopsonistic form.

Public procurement does not have to follow the Chinese recipe of centralised state procurement. There is a substantial body of evidence, research, and studies that recommend specific procurement policies that tackle the monopsonistic tendencies embedded in public procurement markets. These recommendations emphasize the importance of competition without lowering the number of firms in the market, underlining the need for a long-term view on how the market delivers continuous innovation. The danger for China is that monopsony will collapse the future market by making it less attractive for companies to innovate and compete.

Chinese centralised state procurement and the move towards monopsony will not go unnoticed. These policies clearly breach basic principles and norms of international exchange, and how governments should behave to avoid a distortion of competition. First, Chinese centralised state procurement favours the Chinese medical technology industry to the detriment of non-Chinese companies. Second, given the low prices achieved in Chinese centralised state procurements, there is a risk that firm’s margins are severely cut, putting a lid on global spending on R&D. The EU and the US should coordinate their policies to counter the monopsonistic tendencies of the Chinese market of medical technologies. Their markets for medical technologies are significantly larger than the Chinese market and Chinese companies rely on the US and the European market to maintain their growth. The EU-US Trade and Technology Council (TTC) offers a setting to take these discussions forward and agree on policies to counter Chinese market distortions.
1. INTRODUCTION

China’s market for medical technology is going through a period of profound change. The market is growing fast as the average age of the Chinese population is increasing and people demand more healthcare. Its rapid economic growth in the past 30 years has also created the economic space for growing expenditures in healthcare – leading to better opportunities to increase innovation and competition by attracting more companies to supply critical medical technologies like stents, pacemakers, and orthopaedics. However, Beijing and provincial governments are also engineering the market to benefit Chinese manufacturers of medical technology, and the conditions for open and transparent competition have deteriorated sharply in recent years. Foreign companies are finding that their chances to compete freely and fairly are shrinking.

A previous paper documented China’s new policies for the medical technology sector, and what those policies entail for foreign sales in China. In the last decades, China’s imports of medical devices have grown robustly. On the back of vibrant innovation, firms from America, Europe and elsewhere have not just followed the growth of Chinese demand for medical devices – they have also increased their share of Chinese imports. Now, however, this market is at risk of being gradually closed off for them as Beijing has embraced several types of policies that advantage local firms at the expense of foreign firms, innovation, and patient outcomes.

China’s ambition to grow its own medical technology sector encompasses many different policies. The country’s long-term ‘made-in-China’ ambition is to have local firms take up the lion’s share of the market for medical devices by 2030, and this ambition is supported by a programme of policies that amount to import-substitution policy. Accessing the Chinese market for medical devices has never been easy but it has become increasingly challenging in recent years. Direct financial support, tax benefits, R&D support, local content requirements, opaque approval systems, and other forms of advantages to domestic MedTech producers are now becoming major drivers for the behaviour and development of the Chinese medical device market. China’s Fourteenth Five-Year Plan and the country’s new economic model of ‘dual circulation’ reinforces this trend. Last year, a memo from the central government called for a sharp move towards local content requirements for 137 MedTech goods, which in the future should have 100 percent local content.

---

2 Unless specified, Europe refers to the European Union.
China has also changed its procurement of medical technologies with a policy that makes the market centralised and state-oriented. Launched in 2019, centralised state procurement has distorted the procurement market by mandating extreme price cuts – going up to 90 percent – and reducing the scope for fair competition. It started with local procurements of certain medical technologies, with policy then escalating to the central level. This procurement policy is gradually squeezing foreign firms out of the Chinese market. As a result, China’s new procurement policy has also had a significant impact on China’s imports of medical devices: a 1.3 billion euro trade deficit for China in medical technology products in 2019 turned into a 5.2 billion euro surplus in 2020. The change has even more stark for products that have been subject to centralised state procurement. Moreover, in Africa, Asia and Latin America, competitive American and European manufacturers are now confronted with competition from Chinese MedTech companies that have the backing of the Chinese state. The competitive distortions in the Chinese market are now spilling over to the global market: China is exporting market distortions.

In this paper, we will take a closer look at how China’s overall ambitions and policies for the medical-technology sector will have an impact on competition. There is already a clear trend towards monopsony in China’s procurement market for MedTech goods. The risk is that this trend will accelerate in the next couple of years as new industrial, procurement and localisation policies in China are introduced and take effect.

A monopsony means that a single buyer exerts strong power to move the market to its favour by gradually cutting prices and setting terms for producers that are extortionary. It is equivalent to a monopoly – with the only difference being that in a monopsony, it is the single buyer that acts in a market-predatory manner. Ultimately, a monopsonistic market empowers the buyer to capture most of the financial rewards from a contract: the suppliers will not be able to make much of a profit. Competition gets undermined because a vibrant market also requires competition between buyers. Furthermore, over time competition will be diminished even more because few firms can supply the procured goods at terms that are set by a single buyer – unless they have other financial backing from the procuring government. Therefore, innovation will be damaged because the profits that companies make from their current sales are used to support investment in new and better medical technologies in the future. Without profits from its current stock of products, manufacturers will not invest in new products.

This paper tracks the monopsonistic trend of the Chinese market in the procurement of medical technology. It also points to policies in other regions that China could take inspiration from to avoid that centralised state procurement becomes a race to the bottom. Other
countries also rely on systems of medical-technology procurement that have concentration on the buyer side. However, many of these countries acknowledge that buyer concentration can limit competition and ultimately deprive patients of better healthcare, and therefore they organise procurement in such a way that allows for dynamic competition.

Chinese centralised state procurement and the move towards monopsony will not go unnoticed. These policies clearly breach basic principles and norms of international exchange, and how governments should behave to avoid a distortion of competition. Previously, we presented policy recommendations for EU policymakers to address these practices, as well as engage with China to resolve them⁴. Among these policies we highlighted the EU International Procurement Initiative (IPI). The EU IPI has been agreed between the European Parliament and the Council, and the regulation is expected to be approved in 2022⁵. Once approved, the European Commission can use the IPI to pressure Beijing to agree on free and fair terms of competition in the procurement of medical devices. If China does not accept that, it will lose market access in the EU.

European action against Chinese discriminatory procurement practices will carry a higher chance of success if it is discussed and agreed with the US. The EU-US Trade and Technology Council (TTC) offers a setting for these discussions. The MedTech industry is an important sector in the EU and the US, and companies on both sides of the Atlantic are similarly affected by the deteriorating policy environment in China. Although still at its inception, the TTC has organised ten working groups on trade and technology related subjects that include the goal to “address non-market, trade-distortive policies and practices […] and explore ways to combat the negative effects of such policies and practices in third countries”⁶. Including Chinese centralised state procurement and the country’s move towards monopsony in the procurement of medical devices in China in the TTC would be benefit both sides. It would align EU and US policies, offering a stronger counterweight to Chinese discriminatory procurement and industrial policies.

Size matters in the procurement of medical technology. The combined value of the EU and US markets is substantially higher than the value of the Chinese market. In 2020, the Chinese market for medical technology was equal to $29 billion while the combined EU
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and US market was almost ten times larger at around $278 billion\(^7\). Market size is important because the Chinese MedTech industry still relies on the rest of the world for its continuous growth. Chinese exports of medical devices have skyrocketed, partly, but not only, as a result of Chinese exports of COVID-19 medical goods. In 2020, the EU and the US represented 45 percent of Chinese exports of medical technology. On the other hand, for European and US companies, China represented 7 percent of their exports. In medical technologies, EU and US markets are more important for Chinese companies than vice-versa.

Putting a break on Chinese discriminatory practices in the procurement of medical devices will not stop the market distortions brought by monopsony. With or without discrimination against foreign firms, the aim of the monopsonistic buyer is to extract the largest surplus of every transaction. When the monopsonistic buyer wants to achieve the lowest possible price, margins are reduced, and the market is drained of resources needed to pay for R&D and innovation. This has consequences for the market and ultimately for the quality of healthcare. In part, due to the size of its market, foreign companies rely on their sales in China to support their R&D spending in some measure. If resources for R&D are reduced, overall spending on R&D in the MedTech sector will decrease and foreign companies may stop selling their latest products in China. This will have negative consequences for global innovation in medical technologies and Chinese healthcare. Therefore, the Chinese state has a direct responsibility to maintain a vibrant market that promotes competition and innovation.

In chapter two, we will take a closer look at monopsonies and how such markets evolve. We define what monopsony is and we set the conditions that underpin the movement towards monopsony. This chapter also presents examples of markets around the world which are increasingly showing monopsonistic features. Chapter three applies the framework developed in chapter two to the market of medical technologies in China. It starts by describing the main features of this market and the extent to which centralised procurement and Chinese industrial policy have shaped the way this market operates. Having demonstrated how the Chinese market of medical technology is moving towards monopsony, chapter four explains that such a policy is neither inevitable nor desirable. This chapter presents good procurement practices in the medical technology sector developed by international organisations and the European Union, and how their recommendations stand in stark contrast with current Chinese policies. Finally, Chapter five concludes with a summary of the main findings of the study.

\(^7\) Fitch Solutions, 2021, Worldwide Medical Devices Market Factbook, Medical devices total sales. Sales for the in vitro diagnostic sector were not included.
2. MONOPSONISTIC MARKETS

2.1. What is monopsony?

While the term ‘monopoly’ is widely used and understood, not many people are familiar with the concept of ‘monopsony’. While monopolies describe a market with a single supplier, monopsonistic conditions arise when a body, such as the state, makes itself the only buyer in a sector and uses that position to rig the market in its favour, for instance by demanding extreme price reductions. In a monopsony, the buyer can easily set the terms for the market so that it could capture the dominant part of the market value of the purchased goods.

In recent times, we have witnessed a new wave in the rise of markets that are moving towards monopsonies. Some governments have had successful experiences with concentrating their buying power, such as vaccine purchasing by the EU. These positive experiences have encouraged other initiatives such as the proposal to buy gas in bulk at the EU level to build EU strategic reserves and lower energy prices. This new trend has been occurring within wider changes that we are seeing at the moment, as many states implement policies that move away from open-economy rules toward geopolitical or strategic trade protection. Overall, there has been an increasing role of state power in international trade, with many governments hesitating about being dependent on the supply from other countries.

However, as this paper will show, government strategies to pursue monopsony are neither cost-free nor risk-free. While we have established and upheld rules against monopolies, we also have rules against monopsony that are of equal importance. Many countries run policies that tilt in the direction of monopsony – particularly in public procurement – but often acknowledge that strong market power for the buyer comes with costs and risks that should be addressed. For instance, procurement agencies in Europe for medical technologies have the political space to negotiate about prices that reflect the value of the product. They have the mandate to pay for innovation and the desire to ensure dynamic competition. By contrast, the danger of monopsonistic behaviour is that it will collapse the future market by making it less attractive for companies to innovate and compete.

---

2.2. Examples of monopsony across markets and countries

An example of a monopsonistic market would be the retail sector, which has witnessed increasing consolidation among supermarkets. Supermarkets buy from food producers and sell those products to consumers. To get better prices from their suppliers, supermarkets organise themselves in buying groups. These buying groups are national and international alliances of retailers that centralise their procurement to get better deals out of their providers. The four largest buying groups control 82 percent of the market in the Netherlands, 85 percent in Austria, 86 percent in Spain, 90 percent in Germany, and 100 percent in Finland.

The monopsonistic power of these buying groups has not gone unnoticed. Regulators and lawmakers acknowledged the negative impacts that this concentration of buying power – the first step towards monopsony – could have on the functioning of the market. Competition authorities in the UK, Germany, the Netherlands, Austria, Spain, and Finland started several investigations while the European Parliament adopted a declaration in 2008 requesting the European Commission to address “the abuse of power by large supermarkets operating in the European Union.”

In 2019, the European Union adopted the Unfair Trading Practice Directive in business-to-business relationships in the agricultural and food supply chain. The clue of the Directive is in the name as it came with the recognition that there was a problem in the sector arising from the imbalance of power between few and large buying groups and the numerous smaller suppliers. The abuse of monopsonistic power from supermarkets on their suppliers was such that the practices banned by the Directive would be inconceivable in any healthy business relationship. For instance, the Directive banned buyers from unilaterally changing terms of a supply agreement; requiring payments from suppliers that are not related to the sale of the agricultural and food products of the supplier; requiring suppliers to pay for the deterioration or loss of agricultural and food products that occurs on the buyer’s premises; or the prohibition that the buyer threatens to carry commercial retaliation against the supplier if the supplier exercises its contractual or legal rights.

---

9 Other examples of monopsonistic markets across different countries include the US aerospace industry throughout the 1970s, the power generation market in the US prior to the passing of the ‘Energy Policy Act’ in 1992, which opened up and organised regulated wholesale power markets.

10 European Central Bank (2014). Retail market structure and consumer prices in the euro area. See Table 4. Market share by country and buying group.


The growing monopsonistic power of these buying groups on their suppliers meant that only large food producers could withstand the conditions imposed by supermarkets, which incentivised market concentration in food production. Consumers may benefit at the beginning from this haggling between food producers and supermarkets but, in the long-term, market concentration from food suppliers and supermarkets will harm them. For instance, monopsony and monopoly power in the retail sector can have a negative effect on innovation.

There are other examples of monopsony across countries and markets. We have already mentioned the proposal for joint-purchase of gas by EU countries to build EU strategic reserves and lower energy prices. The bookselling market have shown monopsonistic features and certain practices in the US labour market that stem from the monopsony power enjoyed by some employers have been widely observed. Moreover, the raise in market concentration and market power across sectors in the US and the EU has implications not just on the monopoly but also on the monopsony power of many multinationals that have become the most important sellers of a product and the main buyer of the inputs needed to produce it. But this shift towards monopsony does not happen overnight, it is a process that builds on a number of steps that tilts the balance of power in favour of the buyer.

2.3. The path towards monopsony

In this section, we present the overall process and several indicators that can be used in identifying whether a market is on a path towards monopsony and already showing monopsonistic features. The process of leaning towards a monopsonistic market can be described in the following steps:
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16 As large firms hire more people, becoming the dominant employer in some cities, economists have expressed concern that they could be using their monopsonistic power to suppress wages. 60 percent of US labour markets have “high labour market concentrations” as defined using the ‘Herfindahl-Hirschman Index’ (HHI), which is the most common measure of market concentration. That is to say, most areas have relatively few employers. Azar, Jose (2020) ‘Why are wages so low in so many markets?’ https://www.ieseinsight.com/doc.aspx?id=2452&ar=6
1. There is a concentration of buyers, sometimes down to a single buyer – such as the state.
2. This concentration of buyers acts to extract value from sellers by creating pressure to reduce and converge prices.
3. Buyers in monopsonistic conditions may also add other objectives to their agenda, using their monopsonistic position to abuse the market. For example, political objectives may be in place, which can include discrimination against foreign companies or corruption.
4. Finally, there is a consolidation of the market, with fewer suppliers overall, and a focus on price rather than innovation.

The following figure presents these steps in a diagram.

**FIGURE 1: PATH TO MONOPSONY**

It follows from this process that several characteristics of a market could be indicative of a monopsony. One of these indicators is the price: often the rationale for monopsonistic buyers is the control over price – and to drive it down. By doing so, monopsonistic buyers can save money by reducing their expenditure on supplies. However, when the buyer’s primary focus is to reduce prices, which is often the case, it is impossible for companies to participate
without making a loss or without reducing the quality of its associated services. The risk then is that low-quality products will drive out high-quality products from the market.

Another indicator is price convergence: the idea and practice that one price should apply to the whole market, independently of the nature of the product or the submarkets where the product is delivered. In most markets, prices naturally vary over time and across geographies depending on several factors – the product, its quality, demand, size of orders, customer loyalty, competition, price elasticities, and more. Forcing a convergence of prices breaks with natural market behaviour and overall leads to a market with fewer participants. Other negative consequences are triggered: there will be less responsiveness in the market to supply and demand factors, as the market is constrained and cannot move smoothly when competition is not working. Hence, having just one price applied for a large tender sets a path for the market that gradually will shrink the number of tender participating companies.

Yet another indicator of a market that is taking monopsonistic features is a reduced reliance on many suppliers, along with a reduction in the number and volume of suppliers from abroad. The fall in the number of market participants is an outcome of monopsonistic behaviour. In such markets, the buyer tends to capture the dominant part of the market value of the product, which squeezes the margins of sellers. Over time, this leads to fewer competitors as only a few companies can survive under such conditions – and those few survivors need to be able to produce in bulk to afford the price conditions. Thus, monopsony and monopoly trends reinforce each other as the market becomes a game of power and size. A summary of these indicators is presented in Table 1.

### TABLE 1: INDICATORS OF A MONOPSONISTIC MARKET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Price reduction</td>
<td>By driving down prices, buyers can reduce their expenditure in purchasing supplies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price convergence</td>
<td>The idea that one price should apply to one market, independently of the nature of the product or the submarkets where the product is delivered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced reliance on many suppliers</td>
<td>It becomes difficult for companies to participate in the market without making a loss or without reducing the quality of its associated services due to the reduction of prices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other policy objectives: reduction of foreign suppliers</td>
<td>Due to political agendas often attached to monopsonies, the reduction of reliance on suppliers often discriminates against foreign suppliers first.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. MONOPSONY IN CHINA’S MARKET FOR MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY

3.1. The Chinese market of medical technology: moving from a competitive towards a monopsonistic market

There has been a clear shift in China’s market for medical technology in the past years. In 2019, China started to pilot a new policy for centralised state procurement of medical devices – sometimes referred to as volume-based procurement. The first test cases were done in Jiangsu and Anhui and after a brief pause in early 2020 as China battled its COVID-19 outbreak many other provinces followed suit in April 2020. In November of the same year, China conducted its first nationwide tender for a medical device, namely coronary stents.

The logic behind centralised state procurement is straightforward: buy in bulk to lower the price of each individual medical device. In this case, the price that hospitals and other procuring entities would pay for a coronary stent, pacemaker or other medical technology can be reduced if they contract on a high volume of products as a group. In most sectors, suppliers will often be prepared to reduce the price if the contracted volume is higher because a guaranteed high-volume allows a manufacturer to arrange production and distribution in a way that lowers production costs.

Inspiration for changing the procurement policy for medical technology came from the pharmaceutical sector and previous procurement projects in China to bulk purchase generic medicines\(^\text{21}\). But this is not a model that works well for advanced, patient-centred, and technology-intensive products like medical devices. A sophisticated medical device requires constant training, education, instrument availability, and other post-sales services. This is costly and substantially reduces the potential for cutting expenditures by contracting on a high volume.

Companies with winning bids under centralised state procurement are shortlisted to supply their medical technology to Chinese hospitals. Companies that are not successful in these procurement rounds are out of a significant part of the national market until the next procurement round, which usually happens between one and two years later. This prospect is dire. With minimal opportunities to sell their products in the immediate future, unsuccessful companies may leave the market altogether as the cost of keeping their after-sales services becomes impossible to justify. Faced with such a decision, some foreign companies prefer to

\(^{21}\) Centralised state procurement of generic medicines led to a price reduction of around 50 percent on average. As we will see in the next section this is much less drastic than centralised state procurement of medical technologies.
bid at a price that barely covers production and servicing costs, rather than losing their sales networks, training infrastructure, and brand reputation.

However, there are obvious problems and dangers when governments organise their procurement in such a highly centralised fashion. One problem – evident in the centralised state tenders that we have seen in recent years in China – is that the procurement authority engineers the tender with the primary focus of driving down the price. As mentioned, when this happens, it is often impossible for companies to participate in the tender without making a loss or without reducing the overall quality of the product and its associated services (e.g. training and education in using the product). When centralised state tenders take little or no account of value, low prices become the only outcome. Obviously, the risk then becomes low-quality products with no ancillary services eventually driving out high-quality products that include the necessary post-sale services. Another problem of centralised state procurement is that the process can be captured by those who want to use procurement to support domestic manufacturers. In contrast to a decentralised system, centralised state purchasing – nationwide or in big provinces and cities – makes it easy and often attractive to pursue such industrial policy goals.

In the past, most medical devices produced by Chinese manufacturers were low-cost, high-volume items and international manufacturers supplied Chinese hospitals and other health care facilities with high-end equipment and devices. This dynamic is now rapidly changing and some of this change is a natural reflection of the improved innovation capacity by Chinese firms. In line with its goal of propelling the Chinese economy up the value chain – by creating national champions and lowering the dependence on foreign imports – Beijing has made the development of the country’s biomedical and high-end medical device manufacturing sector a key priority. Already in 2014 President Xi Jinping declared that it “is necessary to accelerate localization of high-end medical devices, to decrease production costs and to promote the continuous development of national enterprises”.22 Now the country is accelerating that ambition. In 2020, President Xi Jinping vowed that the government would be doing more to support strategically important sectors – specifically robotics, biomedicine, and medical technology23.

As recently as April 2021, the Chinese government published its new medical technology five-year plan (2021-2025), outlining the goal to make at least six Chinese companies to be among the leading 50 medical device companies globally (currently there are four
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Chinese companies in the top 100, and only a handful are in the top 50). The plan also calls for developing higher-value medical devices, encouraging Chinese manufacturers to step into fields such as radiotherapy and ultrasound, magnetic resonance, dialysis machines or pacemakers and cardio-vascular stents. To achieve these goals, the central government expects Chinese local governments to set favourable fiscal, financial, and taxation policies. As we explained in our previous paper, the price cuts achieved in the rounds or centralised state procurement have been extraordinarily high and cannot be explained on market terms alone. Chinese industrial and procurement policy work in tandem not just to lower prices for Chinese consumers but to support Chinese producers in the medical technology industry.

Public procurement therefore became another tool to achieve China’s industrial ambitions in medical technology. The language used throughout documents and plans pertaining to the Chinese government procurement is clearly suggestive of preferential support for domestic firms in public purchases as a tool for industrial policy. For example, “through comprehensive use of fiscal, taxation, financial and other means, guide local governments, social resources, etc. to support the medicine-industry collaboration on tackling key obstacles in developing high-end medical equipment, key parts and components”. Premier Li Keqiang, speaking at a State Council meeting on centralised state procurement in medical devices and pharmaceuticals, called in early 2021 for a “concentration” of the market – or to “use centralized procurement to make the consumables industry more concentrated as it relates to competition”.

The ‘Made in China 2025’ initiative itself calls for more than half of Chinese hospitals to be using 50 percent more domestically produced medical devices by 2020 and 95 percent more by 2030. Several Chinese provinces and municipalities have gone so far as to redirect medical device purchasing to national manufacturers. Provinces such as Sichuan, Zhejiang, and Jiangxi – representing a combined population of 184 million, which equals the combined population of Germany, Italy and Spain – have now passed legislation
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28 Zhou Chencheng (2021, January 16), “State Council: To promote the normalization and institutionalization of centralized drug procurement, public medical institutions should participate in centralized procurement to promote the concentration of the drug and consumable industries in competition”. http://www.gov.cn/zhengce/2021-01/16/content_5580457.htm
that compels middle and higher-tier health care institutions to purchase certain types of equipment from domestic manufacturers.\textsuperscript{29}

The Guangdong Provincial Healthcare Security Administration admitted as much in a letter to the Guangdong Provincial People’s Congress. It said: “in formulating the rules for the centralised procurement of medical consumables in our province, [we will] implement the same group bidding policy for domestic medical consumables and imported medical consumables to enhance the price advantage of domestic medical consumables and increase the chance of domestic medical consumables being selected.”\textsuperscript{30}

Shanghai is also expanding its ambition to become a global hub for the development and manufacturing of medical technologies. Following the five-year plan for emergent industries by the Shanghai Municipal People’s Government, this ambition is directly connected to the general ambition to substitute imports of foreign medical technologies by Chinese products. This plan “calls for developing a number of local innovative enterprises to achieve indigenous control of core technologies and new biomedical products by 2025, focusing on developing high-end medical device and equipment including surgical robots and biomedical materials.”\textsuperscript{31}

Similar ambitions have been established in the five-year plans of other provincial governments. The Guangdong provincial government has said in its plan that it aims to “leverage on preferential government policies” to reinforce the strength of its MedTech industry.\textsuperscript{32} Hainan and Shandong have similar plans. The Beijing municipal government has also laid out its plan for cultivating a group of medical equipment manufacturers and build up new industrial parks.\textsuperscript{33} This state support, in the form of direct financial backing, tax benefits, R&D support, or local content requirements, allowed Chinese companies to continue moving up the value-chain in medical devices, producing more sophisticated devices, while competing aggressively to gain a larger market share in each procurement round.


Centralised state procurement has charged monopsonistic behaviour. These abusive practices are already at display in China’s MedTech market and examples of it include the extreme price reductions effectively demanding that manufacturers of medical technologies should price their products in such a way that the margin gets captured by the buyer. Other political objectives have taken a hold in procurement practices. As described in strategies and policies by both the central government and the provincial leadership mentioned before, centralised state procurement has been explicitly referenced as a mechanism to gradually squeeze out foreign MedTech manufacturers to make space for domestic producers. These are the consequences of a market that is increasingly taking a monopsonistic form. In Chapter two we presented the overall process and some indicators that can be used in identifying whether a market is on a path towards monopsony. We will now examine how these indicators can be observed in the Chinese market of medical technology, and reveal how the market is on the path towards monopsony

3.2. Price reduction

Obviously, one rationale for centralised state procurement in the medical technology market is that China wants to have a policy for purchasing medical technologies that leads to an efficient use of scarce resources. Beijing’s strategy is designed to help authorities to save money by reducing the expenditure on various medical supplies.

However, considerable problems and dangers arise when governments organise procurement in such a highly centralised fashion. As explained, one problem – obvious in the centralised state tenders that we have seen in recent years in China – is that when procurement authorities engineer the tender with the primary focus of driving down the price, the risk is then posed that low-quality products will drive out high-quality products. Price reductions, going up over 90 percent of the market price as shown in figure two, have been extreme and are unsustainable for companies in the long term and undermine innovation in China. Moreover, the price reductions that have been achieved would likely not have been as deep without all the various policy instruments in China that have advantaged domestic firms.

The pressure to meet these price cuts may lead to lower product availability and ultimately have negative impacts on patients. For example, after the national coronary stent tender, 93 percent of Chinese doctors experienced difficulties due to lack of product variety when treating their patients. The pool of 10 stent types procured in the centralised procurement was not suitable for all patients, such as those with complex medical problems. Moreover, given the aggressive price cuts achieved in the stent tender, some manufacturers were unable to deliver the stents that they promised to sell, which resulted in 70 percent of doctors
experiencing shortages of this medical product between January and June 2021. As a result, some procedures were delayed due to inability to obtain the required stents.

To understand the extent of price reductions emerging as a result of centralised state procurement, we analysed the outputs of 41 Chinese procurement exercises in medical technologies run between 2019 and 2021. The figure below presents the average price reduction coming from these tenders across six categories of medical technology products: pacemakers, coronary stents and balloons catheters, knee and hip joints, intraocular lenses and various other medical technology products including hemodialyzers, ultrasonic scalpels, and infusion ports.

From our sample, the average price reduction was 58 percent. The average fall in prices was particularly dramatic in coronary stents and balloons (72 percent on average) and less pronounced in intraocular lenses (34 percent on average). However, the figure below also shows that there were price reductions of at least 70 percent in tenders across all categories except for intraocular lenses, in which the largest price fall was of 54 percent. These price reductions have been sustained consistently throughout the years with the average price reduction in 2021, 2020, and 2019 being 79 percent, 64 percent, and 50 percent respectively. Our sample includes procurement at the city and provincial levels, as well as several Chinese provinces that undertook joint procurement. The data shows that the larger the procurement exercise, the larger the fall in average prices. For example, the average price reduction for coronary stents and balloons across procurements in provincial alliances was equal to 80 percent while the average price reduction for the same medical products procured by a single province was equal to 65 percent.

IQVIA (need reference)
As described in chapter four, other countries, too, have medical technology policies that tilt in the direction of monopsony, but they often acknowledge that a monopsonistic buyer can have negative impacts on the market ability to innovate and ultimately on health outcomes. Therefore, they strive to establish a price that is fair and reflects the desire to promote innovation, competition, and dynamism – or, at least, a price that is not based on forcing it to be as low as possible. EU countries are a good example of this. In 2020, there were 78 procurement award notices for pacemakers, artificial joints, and intraocular lenses, and 40 percent of these notices include quality award criteria to select the winning bidder in addition to price. This percentage can always increase but it is considerable when compared with Chinese procurement of medical technology, where considerations about quality do not feature at all.

---

35 Source TED. CPV Product categories: 33182210 Pacemakers; 33141750 Artificial joints; 33731110 Intraocular lenses.
3.3. Price convergence

The evolution towards buyer centralisation reduces the responsiveness in the market to supply and demand factors, thus the market becomes constrained and cannot move as well as when competition is working. The main factor behind this problem is the concept of price convergence – the idea that one price should apply to one market – independently of the nature of the product or the submarkets where the product is delivered. As mentioned, medical technologies are patient-centred and have ancillary costs such as education, training, etc. which make these goods relatively heterogeneous. Moreover, there are different patient needs and health demands, and the convergence towards one price risks leading to serious reductions in product variety.

Price convergence can be observed within Chinese medical procurement rounds as the distance between average prices and maximum prices of tenders gets smaller: an indication of convergence and the known pressure from suppliers to offer significant price cuts. Given the significant average price reduction shown before, the small gap between the average price and the maximum price reduction shown in Figure 3 suggests a market where bidders tend to converge towards the highest price reduction. This is also indicative of a market where price, not quality, is the only criteria to win a bid. The figure presents 24 procurement rounds of Chinese medical technologies where average and maximum price reductions were recorded. In general, the higher the average price reduction the smaller the difference between the average and the maximum price reduction which indicates that companies are putting forward offers closer to the most aggressive bidder.
This price convergence among suppliers is a process designed by the Chinese government at the outset. For example, for the state-wide procurement of coronary stents, the tender documents include two pre-selecting criteria. The first one is that bids should be no bigger than 1.8 times the amount of the lowest priced bid. The second criterion is that if greater than 1.8 times the amount of the lowest priced bid, the bid must be less than US$ 426. These conditions nudge companies towards a downward convergence in prices. In our dataset, 23 of the 26 individual tenders had an average price lower than 1.8 times the lowest priced bid.

3.4. Reduction in suppliers

As monopsonistic markets move towards a single buyer, there is also a responding development towards fewer manufacturers or suppliers. As prices are driven down and converge, it becomes difficult for some companies to participate without making a loss or without reducing the quality of the accompanying services, thus leading to a market with fewer participants over time. Therefore, a steady fall in the number of market participants is a logical consequence when monopsonistic behaviour takes a stronger hold over a market. Beijing has already signalled its intention to bring about consolidation in the market for medical technologies. Even if some of the results from centralised state procurement have also encouraged the participation of smaller Chinese manufacturers, the vision behind a
stronger drive for centralised state procurement seems to be one where the state captures a growing share of all the value of a product and the Chinese supply side consolidates to the point where China has its own national champions.

Yet, at the same time as Chinese and non-Chinese companies significantly lower their prices to win public tenders, a growing number of new Chinese companies are entering the market. Between 2019 and 2020, the number of Chinese MedTech manufacturers jumped by 46 percent\(^{36}\). Although part of this growth came as a result of growing worldwide demand for medical technology products due to COVID-19, other Chinese companies have entered the MedTech market to produce medical goods unrelated to COVID-19. All in all, Chinese exports of medical technology have surged from 18 billion euro in 2019 to 23 billion euro in 2020\(^{37}\).

The competing forces of new businesses entering the market and the monopsonistic power of centralised state procurement makes it difficult to assess whether the number of suppliers of medical technologies in China is actually shrinking. A comparison of the number of companies presenting offers for public tenders of medical technologies over time would provide some answers. Unfortunately, data limitations make these calculations imprecise. However, we can compare the Chinese market for medical technologies with another market. Table 2 compares the number of winning suppliers per 1 million people in intraocular lenses, pacemakers, and artificial joints, and knee and hip joints between Chinese provinces and EU member states. The selection of these specific medical products is because these products appear in our sample of Chinese procurement and the EU TED database of public procurement\(^{38}\).

In contrast with Chinese procurement, where there is one large procurement exercise, procurement in EU member states is organised regionally and even at hospital level. This means that to calculate the number of winning companies in each EU member state, we have put together several regional procurements for each EU country. Then we have identified which companies won those tenders and we have counted the number of unique companies in each EU country that won a tender. Therefore, when one company won more than one tender, we counted that company only once.


\(^{37}\) The trade data in this section was sourced from the Trade Map Database of the International Trade Centre.

\(^{38}\) Source TED. CPV Product categories: 33182210 Pacemakers; 33141750 Artificial joints; 33731110 Intraocular lenses.
### TABLE 2: PROCUREMENT OF INTRAOCULAR LENSES IN CHINA AND THE EU

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geography</th>
<th>Population (2020, million)</th>
<th>Number of winners</th>
<th>Winners per 1 million people</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anhui</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiangsu</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beijing, Tianjin, and Hebei</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1.800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.515</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: EU member states procurement for 2020. Chinese provinces between 2019, 2020, and 2021

### TABLE 3: PROCUREMENT OF PACEMAKERS IN CHINA AND THE EU

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geography</th>
<th>Population (2020, million)</th>
<th>Number of winners</th>
<th>Winners per 1 million people</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jiangsu</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fujian</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: EU member states procurement for 2020. Chinese provinces between 2019, 2020, and 2021
TABLE 4: PROCUREMENT OF KNEE AND HIP JOINTS (CHINA) AND ARTIFICIAL JOINTS (EU)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geography</th>
<th>Population (2020, million)</th>
<th>Number of winners</th>
<th>Winners per 1 million people</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jiangsu</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anhui</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shandong</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiangsu</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: EU member states procurement for 2020. Chinese provinces between 2019, 2020, and 2021

The first thing that comes out of these tables is the size of the Chinese centralised state procurement. Many Chinese provinces and province alliances are significantly more populated than European countries. Moreover, even for provinces that have the population size of EU countries, there is only one procurement exercise for a particular medical product while in EU countries there were several procurements within the year. This has implications for the market as companies may feel less pressured to bid for a particular tender knowing that other opportunities will arise in the future. As explained before, this is not the case in China, and therefore companies may feel that they must bid, or they will be out of the market for a long time.

A second conclusion that can be drawn from the tables is that in most cases, the number of winning companies in the procurement of medical technology per one million people in China is lower than in EU countries. Although we should not come to a definitive conclusion given that we only have a sample of procurement exercises, it is telling that the cases with the lowest number of winners per 1 million people are in centralised Chinese procurement and the largest number of winners per 1 million people are in EU member states. The number of winners per one million people for the procurement of intraocular lenses in Anhui more than halved the same number in France, the EU member states with the lowest number of bidders per one million people for that medical product. For pacemakers, the number of bidders per one million people in Fujian was in the same region as in other EU member states but for Jiangsu this number was considerably smaller. In the procurement of knee and hip joints, all Chinese provinces in our dataset had a lower number of winning bidders per one million people than the EU member states.
As we will discuss in chapter four, the EU follows an active policy and practice to avoid monopsonistic behaviour, as there is an awareness that monopsonistic tendencies harm the long-term sustainability of the market. Thus, active steps are taken to maintain a higher number of suppliers such as the inclusion of quality criteria in procurement described before or setting several procurement rounds within the year. These policies have the objective of maintaining a healthy ecosystem of large and small companies. From the 33,000 medical technology companies in Europe, 95 percent were SMEs.

3.5. Reduction of foreign suppliers

As explained in section 3.1., centralised state procurement – which is the first step towards a monopsonistic market – can be easily captured by those who want to use it to support domestic manufacturers. In contrast to a decentralised system, centralised state purchasing – nationwide or in big provinces and cities – makes it easy and often attractive to pursue such industrial policy goals. One of the indicators of a market with monopsonistic features is that the buyer acquires so much power that it is able to add other objectives in addition to securing a lower price. In the case of China’s market of medical technology, Chinese centralised state procurement directly reinforces China’s industrial policy and allows for a development where state tenders increasingly form part of the goal to have Chinese firms rapidly grow their domestic market shares to the detriment of non-Chinese companies. Hence, China’s monopsonistic strategy is not just a way to save healthcare costs but to drive the market to a particular shape.

Therefore, many non-Chinese medical technology companies are in a position where they are pushed to consider leaving the Chinese market altogether. Chinese imports of medical technology goods from the EU, the US, and Switzerland have declined in the past year. Moreover, the fall in Chinese imports of medical technology can especially be observed in the medical technologies that went through centralised state procurement. Products like syringes, needles, catheters, artificial joints, and pacemakers have experienced a steady fall in their annual growth of imports since 2015, and in 2020 it turned negative. In relation to some of the products discussed in this paper, EU exports of catheters to China went down by 3 percent while orthopaedic appliances were reduced by 7 percent between 2020 and 2019. At the same time, Chinese exports of medical goods to the EU have exploded, mostly driven by the increase in EU imports of reagents for

---


41 Product code 901839 “Needles, catheters, cannulae and the like, used in medical, surgical, dental or veterinary sciences (excl. syringes, tubular metal needles and needles for sutures)”. Source: Eurostat.

42 Product code 902110 “Orthopaedic or fracture appliances”. Source: Eurostat.
COVID-19 testing\textsuperscript{43}, and respirators and ventilators\textsuperscript{44} made in China, but also Chinese-made scans\textsuperscript{45} or X-rays machines\textsuperscript{46} bought by EU hospitals.

Figure 4 presents the share of Chinese and non-Chinese companies winning tenders in the Chinese procurement of medical technology. We gather data from 41 individual tenders that include 449 winning bidders, out of which 32 percent were non-Chinese companies and 68 percent were Chinese companies. The figure shows that Chinese companies represented more than half of the winning bidders in 26 out of the 41 individual tenders. The underrepresentation of non-Chinese companies was particularly relevant in coronary stents and balloons, knee and hip joints, and catheters, and this underrepresentation appeared in procurements run by cities, individual provinces, and provincial alliances.

FIGURE 4: PERCENTAGE OF CHINESE AND NON-CHINESE WINNING COMPANIES IN CHINESE TENDERS OF MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES BETWEEN 2021 AND 2019

Source: IQVIA

\textsuperscript{43} Product code 382200 “Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a backing, prepared diagnostic or laboratory reagents whether or not on a backing, other than those of heading 3002 or 3006; certified reference materials”. Source: Eurostat.

\textsuperscript{44} Product code 901920 “Ozone therapy, oxygen therapy, aerosol therapy, artificial respiration or other therapeutic respiration apparatus, incl. parts and accessories”. Source: Eurostat.

\textsuperscript{45} Product code 901819. “Electro-diagnostic apparatus, incl. apparatus for functional exploratory examination or for checking physiological parameters (excl. electro-cardiographs, ultrasonic scanning apparatus, magnetic resonance imaging apparatus and scintigraphic apparatus)”. Source: Eurostat.

\textsuperscript{46} Product code 902290 “Apparatus based on the use of X-rays, for medical, surgical or veterinary uses (excl. for dental purposes and computer tomography apparatus)”. Source: Eurostat.
The percentage of winning bidders is not the same as the percentage of actual sales. While some procurements may produce an even outcome in terms of the number of Chinese and non-Chinese winning bidders, the actual sales may be skewed in favour of the suppliers who promise to deliver more units at the most affordable price. In the case of the national stent tender procurement, non-Chinese companies represented 37 percent of the winning bidders but only 20 percent of the actual sales.

4. POLICIES TO TACKLE THE POWER OF MONOPSONY IN PUBLIC PROCUREMENT

Public procurement does not have to follow the Chinese recipe of centralised state procurement. In fact, the system of centralised state procurement is not what experts advise. There is a substantial body of evidence, research, and studies from international organisations, the EU, and research projects that recommend specific procurement policies that tackle the monopsonistic tendencies embedded in public procurement markets. The policy recommendations presented below stand in stark contrast to Chinese procurement practices in medical technologies. In the view of international organisations, as well as the European Commission and research projects like Euriphi, a healthy procurement market makes appropriate specifications for the medical technology sector, and does not focus solely on prices but on competition and innovation in order to improve patient outcomes and manage the total costs of care.

4.1. Policy recommendations from international organisations

The World Bank’s good practices in public procurement go well-beyond cutting the price. In its recommendations, the Bank emphasises the importance of efficiency and quality for goods and services that are procured by the public sector. It stresses the relevance of strong and transparent procurement programmes that build viable partnerships and collaboration between the private and public sector, which are open to firms of all sizes. The World Bank also highlights the role of competition without lowering the number of firms in the market, and points to the need for a long-term view on how the market delivers continuous innovation.

---

Primarily, the World Bank promotes public procurement systems that encourage value rather than volume. By design, a value-for-money approach to public procurement should entice the right suppliers to participate, with better bids received. Value-for-money does not mean the outcome of the public procurement bid should be the lowest possible price.\(^{51}\) As the Bank’s own definition of value-for-money goes: “Price alone may not necessarily represent value for money.”\(^{52}\)

The World Bank acknowledges that centralised procurement can offer potential advantages in lowering the cost of the goods. However, their experts also highlight that traditional procurement approaches, based on lowest price conforming bids, have led to failure in the past in managing risks associated with buying and operating medical equipment. The World Bank cites feedback from the market stating that manufacturers and suppliers are unable to offer the most innovative solutions where the buyer’s focus is on the lowest cost conforming bid.\(^{53}\) This precludes them from offering valued-added features to their bids as these are not recognised or credited. With a focus on lowest capital cost, suppliers are disadvantaged if their innovation involves necessary investments to deploy their medical technologies.

In the medical technology sector, the Bank has released material on procuring Medical Diagnostic Imaging (MDI) equipment.\(^{54}\) The procurement of MDI equipment is moving rapidly towards value-based purchasing, which brings the focus on equipment that achieves the best healthcare outcomes, rather than equipment that simply satisfies technical requirements at the lowest possible price. The World Bank report emphasises the link between value-for-money in MDI equipment and innovation, which often improves the quality and efficiency of health services, thereby contributing to improved population health. The authors of the report also highlight the benefits of innovation such as decreasing waiting times, length of hospital stays, morbidity and mortality rates.

The Asian Development Bank (ADB) has set out guidelines for best practice in public procurement that largely endorse and adhere to the World Bank’s recommendations. According to the ADB, “good procurement follows the principles of economy (best value for money), efficiency (does not delay the project), fairness (does not discriminate against bidders on the basis of nationality, for example) and transparency (what is involved, how it is done, and the results are public).” The ADB emphasises the importance of a “system

---


\(^{53}\) Ibid.

that encourages as many qualified firms as possible can compete on the basis of price, while ensuring quality objectives are met.” The ADB also discusses how procurement systems are sometimes used to address other commercial and social policy objectives, that measures are commonly incorporated in public procurement regulations to promote local business, develop small enterprises, further labour, and environmental standards, and assist disadvantaged groups. In principle, the ADB discourages these measures as it is felt they are best dealt with outside of the procurement system. Within the procurement system, collateral objectives are difficult to quantify, sometimes contradictory, and often contrary to the principles of fairness and obtaining best value for money.55

4.2. Policy recommendations from the EU

The European Commission, in its public procurement strategy for the healthcare sector, explicitly notes the need to address imbalances of power between providers and procurers because of limited competition due to barriers to entry and the monopsony power of the buyer. To avoid these power imbalances, the EU stresses the need for competency and detailed understanding of current and upcoming medical technologies from procurement authorities. According to the European Commission, successful procurement depends on several essential pre-conditions, such as strong political commitment, clear rules, trust between collaborating parties, and price transparency.56

The EU is also in favour of adding additional policy goals to public procurement that go beyond medical care. For the European Commission, procurement is a “strategic instrument providing policy levers for achieving government policy goals, such as innovation, the development of SMEs and objectives like public health and greater inclusiveness.” But in contrast to Chinese practices where public procurement has become a tool for industrial policy, the additional policy goals presented by the EU do not discriminate between domestic and foreign providers of medical technologies. In any case, the EU strategy acknowledges the risk of public procurement being captured by politics, and domestic companies’ bids being judged more favourably than the rest of the competition. For that reason, the European Commission has invested in anti-corruption and governance tools focused on transparency, oversight, and accountability.

The EU Public Procurement Directive acknowledges the trend towards “aggregation of demand by public purchasers with a view to obtaining economies of scale, including lower

prices and transaction costs”. However, it recognises that “the aggregation and centralisation of purchases should be carefully monitored in order to avoid excessive concentration of purchasing power and collusion, and to preserve transparency and competition, as well as market access opportunities for SMEs”\(^{57}\). To that end, quality considerations are explicitly considered as an award criterion in many public tenders, as we saw in section 3.2, and contracting authorities are encouraged to “divide large contracts into lots” rather than aggregate demand in order to “better correspond to the capacity of SMEs”\(^{58}\). The policy outcome that is being pursued in Europe is one where the uptake of innovation – not just price – leads to a more resilient and sustainable healthcare.

European buyers and sellers of medical technologies share similar views with regards to the best procurement strategies in the health sectors. According to the Euriphi, a coordinating and supporting action funded under the EU’s Horizon 2020 programme that gathered the views of European public procurement organisations and health and social care providers, contracting authorities should stimulate competition in order to reduce the dependency on a small number of suppliers and offer opportunities to smaller or new market players, who may be responsible for placing new technology on the market, to complete. \(^{59}\)

5. CONCLUSION

The Chinese public procurement market in medical technology is becoming a monopsonistic market. A monopsony is equivalent to a monopoly, with the only difference being that in a monopsony, it is the single buyer who captures all the financial rewards of a contract.

The shift towards monopsony in the Chinese procurement of medical technology started in 2019 with its first centralised state procurement. Since then, this procurement policy has accelerated, and now includes several more medical technologies and centralised tenders on the national level. This procurement policy has led to price reductions, price convergence, a reduced reliance on many suppliers, and a reduction in the number of foreign suppliers.

- **Price reductions** have been sustained across medical technologies, with price cuts exceeding 90 percent in some medical products. Since centralised procurement began in China, the average price reduction in our sample of medical technologies in 2019, 2020, and 2021 has been 50 percent, 64 percent, and 79 percent respectively.


• **Price convergence** can be observed as the distance between the average and maximum price reduction offered by sellers. Our analysis shows that the small differences between the average and the maximum price reduction indicates that prices are converging towards the price offered by the most aggressive bidder.

• **Reduction in suppliers** is a natural development in a monopsonistic market. As prices are driven down and converge, it becomes difficult for some companies to participate without making a loss or without reducing the quality of the complementary services, leading to a market with fewer participants. We have compared the number of winning companies per one million people across medical technologies in China and the EU, and showed that in most cases the number of winning companies in the procurement of medical technology per one million people in China was substantially lower than in EU countries.

• **Reduction in foreign suppliers** is not necessarily an outcome of falling and converging prices but the result of a deliberate policy choice by the Chinese government to favour its domestic industry. Beijing has clearly expressed its desire for sector consolidation and several provinces are outspoken about their policies to advance Chinese manufacturers through public procurement. There is a target for the share of the medical technology market for tier 2 hospitals that should be represented by Chinese suppliers in 2030. Industrial policy moves in the same direction of concentrating the market upon Chinese suppliers. Hence, monopsony is a feature – not a bug – in China’s industrial and procurement strategies. The analysis of the procurement data shows that Chinese companies represent more than half of the winning bidders in 26 of the 41 individual tenders of medical devices gathered in our dataset – a remarkable achievement considering that only a handful of Chinese companies belong to the group of the 50 largest manufacturers of medical technology in the world.

China’s policies towards monopsony in the public procurement market of medical technology goes against the policy recommendations and best practice guidelines for procurement put forward by international organisations such as the World Bank, the Asian Development Bank, and the European Union. These recommendations heavily emphasize the importance of competition without lowering the number of firms in the market, underlining the need for a long-term view on how the market delivers continuous innovation. Therefore, they strive to establish a price that is fair and reflects the desire to promote innovation, competition, and dynamism. These recommendations stand in stark contrast with current Chinese
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policies that are driving the Chinese market of medical technology towards monopsony. In a monopsonistic market, competition gets undermined because a vibrant market also requires competition between buyers. In the long-term, the danger for China is that monopsony will collapse the future market by making it less attractive for companies to innovate and compete.

Policymakers outside China are watching closely. Chinese centralised state procurement and the move towards monopsony have negative effects on other countries. First, Chinese direct financial backing, tax benefits, R&D support, and local content requirements favour the Chinese MedTech industry to the detriment of non-Chinese companies. Secondly, given the low prices achieved in Chinese centralised state procurements, there is a risk that firm’s margins are severely cut, putting a lid on global spending on R&D. The EU and the US should coordinate their policies to counter the monopsonistic tendencies of the Chinese market of medical technologies. Their markets for medical technologies are significantly larger than the Chinese market and Chinese companies rely on the US and the European market to maintain their growth. A sectoral dialogue on medical technologies in the context of the EU-US Trade and Technology Council (TTC) offers a setting to take these discussions forward and agree on policies to counter Chinese market distortions.